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"I know! Don't worry. Leon might be able to run this time, but he can't run forever. This isn't the end of it. The Golans aren't done

with him yet! He has the support of the Thompsons, though, so it's not going to be easy to get rid of him! We might need the

Hiltons' help on this!" Eliam said with a malicious look in his eyes.

Not only did Leon barge into the Golans Mansion, but he also injured numerous members of the family and destroyed Seth's

power.

Even if Leon managed to escape, Eliam had no intention of stopping.

"Let's go to the Hiltons Mansion now, then! Joel was the one who told me to go after Leon. Now that Leon destroyed my power,

the Hiltons won't stand idly by!' Seth gritted out.

"Very good! As long as the Hiltons are willing to get involved, Leon's fate will be decided!" Eliam said.

Though Leon was close with the Thompsons, he was not a member of the family and they could not protect Leon for his entire

life.

With the Hiltons' help to hinder the Thompsons, the Golans should be able to crush Leon with ease.

Eliam ordered his men to bring the family doctor over to treat Seth's legs and injuries, before having them carry Seth into a car

and driving toward the Hiltons Mansion.

In the Hiltons Mansion, Joel was resting in the living room.

His arm was broken by Leon a few days ago and he was once again injured when Yuri went after him in the office of Hiltons

Corporation.

Joel's father lectured him about not getting his own hands dirty, and he learned his lesson.

He did not get involved in Seth's actions and simply remained home to wait for good news from Seth and Gordon.

Just then, he heard footsteps approaching and a Hiltons' guard came into his sight.

"Sir, Elder Golan, and Mister Seth are here. They said that they have something important to discuss with you,’ The guard said

respectfully.

"What? Can it be that Seth succeeded?" Joel's eyes lit up and he stood from the couch abruptly.

He knew that Seth and Gordon plotted to capture Iris and Snow on this day and his first reaction when told about Seth's arrival

was that Seth already managed to obtain the recipes for purified water and alchemical pills from Iris.

Overwhelmed by joy, Joel snapped out of it and commanded, ’Bring them here to see me!"

"Yes, sir!" The guard went out of the living room.

Shortly after, Eliam strode inside with a few other members of the Golans, carrying Seth on a stretcher.

"What!" Joel froze and the smile on his face faded when he saw the state Seth was in.
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